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In numerically controlled grinding of aeroengine blades, a sharp change in a rotating shaft
caused by a singular zone greatly reduces grinding precision and quality. This paper proposes
an algorithm to optimize the tool-path that combines optimization of the C-axis rotation
angle, a modification to the tool orientation and adjustments to the tool position by taking
a four-array machine tool with two rotational axes (B-axis and C-axis) as an example. The
algorithm was verified using VERICUT software, furthermore, in machining experiments,
the rotation amplitudes of the rotary axis in singular areas was effectively reduced, which
ensured grinding quality of blades.
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1. Introduction

As blades play an important role in aeroengines, their surface accuracy and integrity greatly
influence their fatigue life and aerodynamic performance under service environments. Therefore,
blades are generally ground and polished to ensure surface integrity and accuracy in their final
shape (Huang et al., 2016; Chen and Zhao, 2015). The fixed-track grinding of blades with a super-
-abrasive elastic grinding wheel can solve grinding problems for hard-to-manufacture features,
such as the leading edge, exhaust edge and the filet to realize complete blade grinding. However,
it is important to avoid the interference between the tool axis and edge plates and to realize
blade-body grinding without tool markings while machining blades with upper- and lower-edge
plates. Therefore, tool orientation without the interference is generally specified at the upper-
and lower-edge plates of blades based on shape parameters of the tool, whetras the planning
of tool orientation is performed by the computer-aided machining (CAM) system through an
interpolation vector (Ma et al., 2015). As shown in Fig. 1a, due to the upper-edge plate, the tool
orientation vu is inclined to the right relative to the blade axis when the grinding tool is near
the upper-edge plate of the blade in the blade grinding process. As shown in Fig. 1d, due to the
lower-edge plate, the tool orientation vl is inclined to the left relative to the blade axis when
the grinding tool is near the lower-edge plate of the blade. As shown in Figs. 1b and 1c, due to
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the opposite inclination direction of the tool position at the upper- and lower-edge plates, the
tool orientation will be approximately parallel to the axis of the blade when the grinding tool is
machining the middle part of the blade. If the blade axis is parallel to the axis of the machine tool
turntable during the five-axis grinding process, singular areas from the five-axis computerized
numerical control (CNC) machine tool inevitably occur during processing (Pal, 2005). In singular
areas, the tool orientation is approximately parallel to the axis of the machine tool turntable
for the five-axis tool, which causes small fluctuations in the tool orientation leading to large
variations in the rotation shaft of the machine tool. This significantly increases the non-linear
errors of the machine tools, worsens the processing state in these areas, and can even cause
machining scrap (Chen et al., 2020). Therefore, optimizing the five-axis tool-path in singular
areas is essential to improve the machining precision and surface quality.

Fig. 1. The grinding process of the blade with the upper- and lower-edge plates: (a) attitude of tool
orientation relative to the blade when machining the upper-edge plate, (b) attitude of the tool relative
to the blade when machining the middle of the blade, (c) attitude of the tool relative to the blade when
machining the middle of the blade, (d) attitude of tool orientation relative to the blade when machining

the lower-edge plate

The existing five-axis machining singularity-avoidance method can be performed in two
stages tool-path planning and post-processing without changing the workpiece clamping form
(Cripps et al., 2017; Wang, 2007) or rotating shaft configuration (Anotaipaiboon et al., 2006). In
the tool-path planning stage, singular regions can be avoided by optimizing the tool orientation.
Affouard et al. (2004), Yang and Altintas (2013) and Wan et al. (2018) fitted the tool orienta-
tion for each tool position into spline curves and fine-tuned the control points to ensure that the
tool orientation avoided the singular region of the five-axis machine tool, which improved the
smoothness of the tool orientation. Castagnetti et al. (2008) and Lin et al. (2014, 2016) defined
the feasible region of the tool orientation and optimized it within the feasible region to avoid
singular regions and obtain better machining quality. Wang (2012) optimized the tool position
in the singular region by monitoring the angle between the tool orientation and the rotation
axis. Tajima and Sencer (2020) avoided singular regions through real-time path planning. Lar-
tigue et al. (2004) and Lu et al. (2016) modified the tool-path by adjusting the control points
for side milling, which improved the smoothness of the rotating shaft near the singular points
and ensured machining accuracy. In the post-processing stage, Sørby (2007) modeled kinematics
of a non-orthogonal machine tool and fine-tuned motion of the rotating axis near the singu-
lar point in post-processing to improve the robustness of the tool-path in the singular regions.
It is noted that such a method inevitably introduces machining errors when adjusting motion
of the rotating shaft. Munlin et al. (2004) reduced motion errors near singular points through
the shortest-path planning during post-processing. Wang et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2020)
improved the machining accuracy of singular regions through linear interpolation.
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In the planning stage of tool-path, the singular problem of tool-path can be realized by
combining the structure of the machine tool. However, at present, the universal CAM system
does not have this function, so it needs to carry on a secondary development based on the
development interface provided by CAM, which is difficult to realize and is characterized by
poor versatility. In the post-processing stage, the smoothness of the tool-path in singular regions
is improved, and the non-linear errors in these areas are reduced by fine-tuning of motion of the
rotating shaft, shortest-path planning and interpolation. However, the problem of an excessive
rotation amplitude for the rotating shaft in singular regions is not fundamentally solved, and
fine-tuning of motion introduces new machining errors. Interpolation causes machine-tool feed
fluctuations due to tool points that are too dense, and this affects the machining efficiency and
quality.

In this study, an algorithm to optimize the tool-path that combines optimization of the
C-axis rotation angle, a modification of the tool orientation and adjustment to the points is
proposed by taking a four-array machine tool with two rotational axes (B and C) as an example
based on the previous research. This method improves the smoothness of the tool-path in the
singular region, and the effectiveness of this method is proved by experiments.

2. Algorithm research

2.1. Overall algorithm flow

A flow chart of the overall algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, and it shows the following steps.
Step 1: post-process the original tool-path data. Step 2: obtain tool-path segments located in
the singular region based on the normal Z component of the tool position and fluctuations of
the C-axis. Step 3: adjust the swing angles of the B-axis and C-axis corresponding to the tool
position in the singular area based on the angular travel of the C-axis at the beginning and end
of the tool rail section in the singular area so that these axes rotate uniformly. Step 4: smooth
the B-axis and C-axis swing angles of the tool positions before and after the beginning and end
points of the singular tool rail section to ensure connection between the singular section and
the front and rear sections. Step 5: adjust tool orientation corresponding to the tool position
according to the adjusted B-axis and C-axis swing angles. Step 6: calculate the tool position
based on the adjusted tool orientation combined with the contact position, normal vector of the
contact and cutter parameters. Step 7: reprocess the adjusted tool-path data after processing
its position data in all singular areas to complete the tool-axis smoothing.

2.2. Kinematic analysis of the machine tool

The machine tool used in this study is a four-spindle rectangular array five-axis machine tool
to achieve blade grinding and grinding, whose one rotary axis (C-axis) is on the table and the
other one (B-axis) on the spindle, as shown in Fig. 3a. The tool is a drum-shaped tool, as shown
in Fig. 3b. The coordinate system of the five-axis machine tool with a swing head and turntable
is shown in Fig. 3c. The OWXWYWZW , OMXMYMZM , and OTXTYTZT sets of axes are the
coordinate systems of the workpiece, machine, and tool, respectively, and pointB is the rotation
center of the B-axis. The rotation center of the C-axis coincides with the origin of the workpiece
coordinate system. The vectorB is the tool coordinate origin OT in the machine coordinate sys-
tem relative to the coordinates of point B. The initial coordinates of the tool in the coordinate
system are PTt (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). The coordinate of point P

T
t in the workpiece coordinate system

should be consistent with the corresponding tool position PWn (xn, yn, zn, in, jn, kn) after coordi-
nated movements for each machine tool axis (Geng et al., 2018). If (mxn,myn,mzn,mbn,mcn)
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Fig. 2. Overall flow of the proposed algorithm

Fig. 3. (a) Four-spindle rectangular array five-axis machine tool, (b) drum-shaped tool, (c) coordinate
system of the five-axis machine tool with a swing head and turntable: OWXWYWZW , OMXMYMZM ,
and OTXTYTZT sets of axes are the coordinate systems of the workpiece, machine and tool,

respectively, and pointB is the rotation center of the B-axis

are the coordinates of the corresponding axes of the machine tool in the component coordinate
system, there is a transformation relation as shown as

PWn = P
T
t Trans(vectorB)Rot(B,mbn)Trans(mx,my,mz)Rot(C,mcn) (2.1)

When solving motion for each axis of the machine tool in reverse, the expansion of Eq. (2.1)
gives two cases for motion of the B-axis and C-axis of the machine tool as

mbn1 = arccos(kn)

mcn2 =

{

arctan(jn/in) in  0

90◦ sgn (jn)− arctan(jn/in) in < 0

(2.2)
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or

mbn2 = − arccos(kn)

mcn2 =

{

arctan(jn/in) in ¬ 0

arctan(jn/in)− 90
◦ sgn (jn) in > 0

(2.3)

Equation (2.4) is used to calculate the total rotations ∆1 and ∆2 of the B and C axes
corresponding to the two solutions, and the smaller value is selected as the current solution

∆1 = |mbn1 −mbn−1|+ |mcn1 −mcn−1|

∆2 = |mbn2 −mbn−1|+ |mcn2 −mcn−1|
(2.4)

2.3. Determination of the singular area

Because the singularity problem is only related to the direction of the tool axis and not to
the position of the tool, only the relationship between the rotation axis and the direction of the
tool axis needs to be solved. The tool orientation vn(in, jn, kn) is a unit vector which satisfies
i2n+j

2
n+k

2
n = 1, therefore, a unit sphere (radius of the sphere has unit length, and it is commonly

referred to as a Gaussian sphere in which each point corresponds to a blade-axis direction) is
taken as an example. As shown in Fig. 4a, the tool orientation is expressed by v, the center
point of the axis is located at the center of the sphere, and the end points are distributed on
the sphere. Figure 4b shows a top-down view, which indicates that the initial position of v is
parallel to the Z-axis, i.e., v = (0, 0, 1), based on the analysis in Section 2.2. The included angle
between any two tool orientations v1 and v2 on the unit circle is set as ϕv1 and can reach v2 in
two simultaneous steps: firstly, rotation by α degrees around the Y -axis to vm, and then rotation
by β degrees around the Z-axis to v2.

Fig. 4. (a) Gaussian sphere, (b) its top view

According to Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), when kn is equal to 1, bn is 0 and cn can be any value; this is
called a singular point of the tool-path. At this time, the C-axis rotation angle corresponding to
the previous tool position is taken as cn to avoid the singular-point problem. When kn approaches
but is not equal to 1, small changes of in and jn result in large changes in the C-axis rotation
angle. Therefore, the singular area discrimination threshold is set as ε, while the corresponding
kn, kn+1, . . . , kn+m for each tool position and the size of ε are determined successively. The track
segment of the tool that is continuously less than ε is the track segment in the singular area.
Through a large number of experiments and analysis, ε is set from 0.9848 to 0.9962 (3◦-5◦

corresponding to the swing angle of the B-axis).
To explain the machine-tool singularity phenomenon more intuitively, Fig. 5a shows the tool

pose at two adjacent positions of the tool in the grinding process of the middle part of the
blade body of the example blade. The tool orientations at the two adjacent tool positions are v1
and v2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4b, the tool orientations are represented on the Gaussian
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sphere O (O is the center of the Gaussian sphere), the circle Os is a small-diameter circle with
the Z-axis near the north pole on the surface of the Gaussian sphere O, which corresponds to
a smaller conical angle ϕ (¬ 10◦). The tool orientations v1 and v2 are on the circle Os, and the
angle ϕ between v1 and v2 is less than ϕ, which meets the maximum in the five-axis machining
path-planning stage. However, as shown in Fig. 5c, in the top view of the Gaussian sphere O,
v̇1 is the projection of v1 onto the XOY plane, v̇2 is the projection of v2 onto the XOY plane,
∠v̇1Ov̇2 is the projection of ∠v1Ov2 onto the XOY plane, the ∠v̇1Ov̇2 is obviously larger than
the ∠v1Ov2, which produces a singularity phenomenon when the tool-path is from v1 to v2.
The maximum angle of the C-axis can reach 90◦ in one cycle, which is much larger than the
maximum allowable angle in a single cycle. For a five-axis machine tool with two rotational axes
(B and C), singularity problems may occur only when the tool orientation appears in a circle
with a smaller radius at the north pole for the Gaussian sphere, which is usually called a singular
area.

Fig. 5. Generation mechanism of a singular cone: (a) relationship between the tool and workpiece pose,
(b) singular cone and tool orientations in the singular cone, (c) top view of the Gaussian sphere and
C-axis rotation angle corresponding to the tool orientation in the singular area, (d) singularity of the

machine tool in the C-axis

To further illustrate the singularity of the machine tool, the top view of the Gaussian sphereO
(O is the center of the Gaussian sphere) is shown in Fig. 5d, where the circle Os is the singular
cone, and v0, v1, . . . , v6 are continuous tool orientations, connecting the lines between O and
each of the tool orientations. The angle between two adjacent lines is the angle of C-axis of
the machine tool between two adjacent tool points when the machine tool is running. It can
be seen from the figure that during transformation of the tool orientation from v1 to v5, the
C-axis changes greatly. In this case, the tool-path segment from v1 to v5 is a singular tool-path
segment. Here v1 is the first tool point corresponding to the tool orientation before the tool-path
enters the singular region, v5 is the first tool point corresponding to the tool orientation after
the tool-path leaves the singular region. In order to better describe the algorithm in this paper,
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v1 is defined as the tool head orientation of the singular tool-path segment, and v5 is the tail of
the tool orientation of the singular tool-path segment.

2.4. Normal vector adjustment principle of tool position

According to distribution of the head and tail of the singular tool-path segment, the tool
orientations in the singular region are adjusted in two cases. In the first case, the projection
angle of the tool orientation corresponding to the head and tail points in the singular area is
less than 90◦ in the top view of the Gaussian sphere. As shown in Fig. 6a, v11 , v

1
2, v
1
3 and v

1
4 are

tool orientations corresponding to the tool position points in the singular area, v10 is the tool
orientation corresponding to the tool position before the tool-path enters the singular area, and
v15 is the tool orientation corresponding to the first tool position after the tool-path leaves the
singular area, with ∠v10Ov

1
5 being less than 90

◦. During the movement of the cutter shaft from
v10 to v

1
5 , the C-axis of the machine tool rotates significantly, which causes a singularity problem.

The shortest line connection is between points v10 and v
1
5 on the Gaussian sphere surface. From

v10 , v
1
1 , v
1
2 , v
1
3 , v
1
4 and v

1
5 the distance relationship between the corresponding tool positions of

v11 , v
1
2, v

1
3 and v

1
4 will correspond to the adjustments in the connection of v

1
0 and v

1
5 on the

connecting line. As shown in Fig. 6b, the amplitudes of motion for the B-axis and C-axis of the
machine tool are remarkably small and uniform as the tool position is changed from v10 to v

1
5,

which avoids singular problems in the machining process.

Fig. 6. According to the projection angle, different strategies are adopted to adjust tool orientation in
the singular region: (a) projection angle less than 90◦ of tool orientation before the adjustment,

(b) projection angle less than 90◦ of tool orientation after the adjustment, (c) projection angle greater
than 90◦ of tool orientation before the adjustment, (d) projection angle greater than 90◦ of tool

orientation after the adjustment

In the second case, the projection angle of the tool orientation corresponding to the head
and tail points in the singular area is more than 90◦ based on the Gaussian sphere. As shown
in Fig. 6c, the circle Os is a top view of the singular cone, and v

2
1 , v
2
2 , v
2
3 and v

2
4 are the tool

orientations corresponding to the tool positions in the singular area. v20 is the tool orientation
corresponding to the tool position before the tool-path enters the singular area, and v25 is the
tool orientation corresponding to the first tool position after the tool-path leaves the singular
area. The graph shows that the C-axis of the machine tool rotates significantly as the tool
position changes from v20 to v

2
5 , which causes singularity problems. The shortest line connection

is made between point v20 , the north pole of the Gaussian sphere, and point v
2
5 on the surface

of the Gaussian sphere. From v20 , v
2
1 , v
2
2, v
2
3 , v
2
4 and v

2
5 , the distance relationships between the

corresponding tool positions are v21 , v
2
2 , v
2
3 and v

2
4, which corresponds to the adjustments in the

connecting line from v20 to v
2
5. As shown in Fig. 5d, the amplitudes of motion for the B-axis and

C-axis are remarkably small and uniform as the tool position is changed from v20 to v
2
5 , which

avoids singularity problems in the machining process.
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2.5. Adjustment algorithm of swing angle corresponding to tool position in a singular

region

Fig. 7. Adjustment process of the tool orientation in a singular region

Figure 7 shows a flow chart of the tool-position normal-vector adjustment algorithm in a
singular region. Pk is the starting point of the tool-path segment in the singular region, Pk+n is
the end point, and the rotation angles of the axis are bk, bk+1, . . . , bk+n and ck, ck+1, . . . , ck+n.
The tool-path length li corresponding to each tool point is calculated in turn with Pk as the
starting point. Then, Pk+i is calculated for each tool position corresponding to ti = li/

∑

li.
Therefore, the procedure to adjust the tool orientation is as follows.
1. Calculate the rotation angle of the C-axis between the adjacent tool positions ∆ci =
ck+i − ck+i−1, and then calculate the motion rate of the C-axis between the adjacent
tool positions Rci = ∆ci/li by traversing ck, ck+1, . . . , ck+n, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. If the
value of Rci (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is too large to indicate that there is a large fluctuation in
the C-axis in this singular region, the threshold value θ of the C-axis is preset when the
program is executed, θ is set to 1-3 in a lot of experimental analysis, judge whether Rci > θ
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is established. If yes, perform Step 2; otherwise, the singular region is not
necessary for optimization, and the program is stopped.

2. Set i = 1; calculate the effective motion stroke of the C-axis and B-axis during the ma-
chining stage from Pk to Pk+n. The effective travel of the C-axis is then ∆c = ck+n − ck,
and that of the B-axis is ∆b = bk+n− bk when |∆c| > 180

◦. Step 3 is performed by adding
or subtracting m× 360 so that ∆c is in the range −180◦ to 180◦.

3. Judge whether |∆c| ¬ 90◦ is valid. If |∆c| remains unchanged, carry out Step 4; otherwise,
implement Step 5.

4. If ∆bk+i = ∆b× ti, ∆ck+i = ∆c× ti; perform Step 11.

5. If ∆c > 90◦, ∆c = −(180−∆c), e.g., ∆c < −90◦, ∆c = 180 +∆c; perform Step 6.
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6. If ∆ch = |∆c|/2, ∆ck+i = ∆c× ti; perform Step 7.

7. Judge whether |∆ck+i| ¬ ∆ch is true. If true, execute Step 8; otherwise, skip to Step 9.

8. ∆bk+i = 2× bk × ti; perform Step 11.

9. ∆bk+i = bk + 2× bk+n × (ti − 0.5); perform Step 10.

10. If ∆ck+i  0 is true, then ∆ck+i = ∆ck+i+180
◦; otherwise ∆ck+i = ∆ck+i−180

◦, perform
Step 11.

11. Determine whether i = n is true. If true, the adjustment process is over; otherwise, i = i+1
and move to Step 3.

2.6. The change of head and tail normal vectors for the tool-path in singular regions by

smoothing

After adjusting the tool orientation in a singular region, the relationship that describes the
original normal vector variations for the tool position is changed so that the swing angles of the
B-axis and C-axis mutations occur at the boundary transition of the singular region. Figures 8a
and 8b, respectively, show changes in the tool orientation corresponding to the tool position
before and after tool-orientation adjustments along the cutter track section in the singular
region. There is a sudden change in the normal vector of the tool axis at tool positions v2
and v7, which correspond to the head and tail of the tool-path section in the adjusted singular
region. If this is left untreated, speed fluctuations will appear when the machine tool operates
here, which will affect the machining quality.

Fig. 8. Smoothing of the head and tail normal vectors for the tool-path in singular regions: (a) normal
projection of tool orientation before the adjustment, (b) normal projection of tool orientation after the

adjustment, (c) normal vector projection of tool orientation after the smoothing

As shown in Fig. 8b, there are two front tool positions P0 and P1, and two rear tool positions
P3 and P4 corresponding to the tool position P2, which takes the length of the tool-path section
as a parameter. Then, the swing angles of the B-axis and C-axis corresponding to the five tool
sites are fitted to quadratic Bezier curves using the least-squares method, which is then inversely
calculated based on the corresponding parameters of each tool site for P1, P2 and P3. The tool-
-axis smoothing at the head of the tool-path section in the singular region is then completed
based on the corresponding swing angle of the B-axis and C-axis.

Taking the swing angle of the B-axis as an example, the specific processing approach is
explained starting from P0. The corner of bi (i = 0, 1, . . . , 4), which corresponds to the normal
vector of each tool-position contact is calculated, and the tool-path length li corresponding to
each tool position is calculated with P0 as the starting point

li =

{

0 i = 0
li−1 + dis(Pi − Pi−1) i = 1, 2, . . . , 4

(2.5)

where dis(Pi − Pi−1) is the distance between Pi−1 and Pi.
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The value ti = li/l4 (i = 0, 1, . . . , 4) is taken as the corresponding bi parameters. Refer to
the description of quadratic B-spline in reference (Riesenfeld, 1975), the planning node vector
U(0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1) is combined with ti (i = 0, . . . , 4) to calculate the basis function corresponding
to Nj,i (i = 0, . . . , 4), where j = 0, 1, 2, 3 as

Nj,0 =

{

1 uj ¬ ti < uj+1

0 otherwise

Nj,p(ti) =
ti − ui
ui+p − ui

Nj,p−1(ti) +
ui+p+1 − ti
ui+p+1 − ui+1

Nj+1,p−1(ti)

E =







N0,2t0 · · · N2,2(t0)
...

. . .
...

N0,2(t4) · · · N2,2(t4)







(2.6)

where bi (i = 0, . . . , 4) is written in the form of the column vector B = [b0, . . . , b4]
T. Equation

(2.7) is used to solve each control point of the fitted B-spline, where X = [x0, x1, x2]
T, X is a

3× 1 matrix, x0, x1 and x2 are the values of B-spline control points

X = (ETE)−1ETB (2.7)

Finally, bi (i = 0, . . . , 4) is fitted to a B-spline curve, which can be inversely calculated
through the fitted spline curve of bi (i = 1, 2, 3) to obtain smooth B-axis motion data.

2.7. Recalculation of tool position

The tool and workpiece surfaces have common normal vectors at the cutter contact point
during machining. Therefore, the coordinates of the tool position (Xu and Chen, 2014) can be
solved by combining the tool orientation and parameter information of the cutter when the
normal vectors of the contact point are known. Commonly used tools for blade grinding and
grinding are drum-shaped, as shown in Fig. 9. Given the tool diameter D, fillet radius R, contact
point Pc, contact normal vector vc, and normal vector of tool orientation v0, the tool position P0
can be obtained from

P1 = Pc +Rvc v1 = v0 × (vc × v0)

P2 = P1 +
(D

2
−R
)

v1 P0 = P2 −Rv0
(2.8)

Fig. 9. Calculation of the normal vector for contact in a drum cutter

Similarly, for the commonly used ball cutters in milling, the radius R of the cutter, contact
point Pc, contact normal vector vc and tool orientation v0 can be used to obtain the tool
position P0 from Eq. (2.8). The round-corner cutters commonly used in milling are similar
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to drum cutters in that given the tool diameter D, radius R, contact point Pc, contact normal
vector vc and tool orientation v0, the tool position P0 can be obtained from

P0 = Pc +Rvc −Rv0 (2.9)

Other commonly used tools can be derived in turn.

3. Verification example

As shown in Fig. 1, to realize full profile grinding of concave or convex surfaces with upper- and
lower-edge plates in a certain model, the cutter shaft of the upper- (lower-) edge plate needs to
tilt to the right (left) to avoid interfering with the cutter shaft. The cutter shaft in the middle
is determined from the CAM system based on the interpolation of the built-in rules. Therefore,
the blade-axis normal is nearly parallel to the blade axis when machining the middle part of
the blade body. The blade axes are installed parallel to the C-axis of the rotating axles when a
four-array machine tool has two rotational axes (B and C). Figure 10 shows the swing values

Fig. 10. Comparison of the B-axis and C-axis rotation angles (a) before and (b) after optimization

of the B-axis and C-axis corresponding to the fifth row of the tool-path in the program before
and after optimization. Figure 10a indicates that the entire swing amplitude of the C-axis in
the original tool-path is large with a sharp change. Meanwhile, there is a sudden change in the
B-axis direction, which causes sharp acceleration and deceleration of the machine tool to produce
large non-linear errors. Figure 10b shows the corresponding swings in the B-axis and C-axis after
tool-path optimization. The total rotation angle of the C-axis is reduced significantly and the
overall operation is smooth, while there is no sudden change in the direction of the B-axis. This
can ensure smooth operation of the machine tool and plays a positive role in improving the
processing quality.
It should be emphasized that because of the particularity of the structure of the array machine

tool, the 840D numerical control system can not realize the RTCP function, so the machine tool
is sensitive to the nonlinear error caused by the singular problem, and so the cutting simulation
of the tool path before formal machining is particularly important. Cutting simulations were
performed using the VERICUT software package, as illustrated in Fig. 11. In the simulation
results, the light-yellow part of the blade is the surface of the workpiece, and the purple part is
the surface of the workpiece after processing. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 11b, it
can be clearly seen that when the tool-path is not optimized, large nonlinear errors are generated
due to the singular region of the tool-path, which leads to a serious over-cutting problem, leading
to the scrap of the processed workpiece. The simulation results in Fig. 11c show that there is no
obvious over-cutting after optimization.
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Fig. 11. VERICUT simulation model and its results, showing: (a) simulation model, (b) tool-path
cutting simulation before optimization, (c) tool-path cutting simulation after optimization

In the grinding process, grinding process parameters directly affect quality of the surface
processing of blades. Considering the surface profile and roughness requirements of titanium
alloy fan blades, and combined with the experimental experience of grinding process parame-
ter optimization in the early stage of our research group, the grinding processing parameters
are shown in Table 1. A blade is machined using the optimized tool-path, as illustrated in
Figs. 12a and 12b, and there is no undercut on the surface of the blade after machining. In
the vertical section curve shown in Figs. 12a and 12b, 40 equidistant points are accurately de-
tected with a coordinate-measuring machine which is equipped with a Renishaw SP25M contact
scanning probe (Beijing, Hangruisiwei PONY866, Metrolog XG13 contact measuring system,
MPE=(2.5+4L/1000)um and the diameter of the probe is 1.5mm). The results are shown in
Fig. 12c, where the maximum surface error is less than 0.02mm, which meets the design re-
quirements (profile tolerance −0.03mm-+0.05mm). Therefore, it can be said that the proposed
optimization method can meet the actual processing requirements.

Table 1. Grinding process parameters

Convex Concave
Leading-edge and
trail-edge

Tool D38r1.5 (Drum wheel) D38r1.5 (Drum wheel) D26r1.5 (Drum wheel)

Parameters

Speed 5000 r/min Speed 5000 r/min Speed 7000 r/min
Feed 1200mm/min Feed 1200mm/min Feed 1000mm/min
Preloading 0.2mm Preloading 0.2mm Preloading 0.2mm
Single tool-path Single tool-path Single tool-path

Fig. 12. Grinding effect on the back/basin surface of a double-ended blade model: (a) concave,
(b) convex, (c) data for accuracy detection
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4. Summary

To solve the problem of singular regions in the tool-path for five-axis grinding and grinding of
full-profile aircraft-engine blades, a tool-path optimization algorithm that combines optimization
of the B-axis and C-axis rotation angles, modifications of the tool-axis vectors and adjustments
to the tool position is proposed in the post-processing stage of the tool-path. This method is
easier to implement the tool orientation smoothing than the secondary development of CAM
software.

The smoothness of the tool-path in singular regions is improved without interpolating or
encrypting the original path. Problems such as rapid rotations of the rotating shaft in the
singular regions and excessive non-linear errors are avoided. VERICUT simulation and actual
processing verification can meet the actual machining requirements.
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